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Your partner in performance

StretchableDensity

Open cell structure

Absorbable

Resilience

Draka Interfoam supplies a wide range of comfort foams,
ranging from low density soft foams to high density hard
foams, in a density range of 17 kg/m3 to 70 kg/m3.

Technical information
Type

Open cell structure
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kg/m3
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delivery of foam, where required we also assemble material
which can include operations such as cutting, contouring,
gluing and packaging.
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In Europe; Germany, Austria,
Denmark, Sweden, France,
Italy, Poland, Lithuania, Slovakia,
Hungary, Croatia, Romania
and Bulgaria.
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Harmony™ durable
comfort foam
The latest development from Draka Interfoam in comfort foams is
the Harmony™ series. The durable Harmony foams have the proven
reliability of Polyether foams with the comfort and numerous beneﬁts
of HR Cold Foam.
HR Cold Foam is supple and elastic, which means it oﬀers a lot of
support as well as comfort. The comfort of HR Cold is mainly due it to
its high elasticity (point elasticity). Because of the open cell structure,
this foam has good ventilation and absorption.

•

The reliable, proven durability of polyether with
comfort and cell structure similar to HR cold foam

•

Excellent shape retention so minimal cavity
formation

Less kilograms required for a
comfortable result

Excellent shape retention, perfect against indentation
Harmony foams are durable and comfortable due to good resilience
and elasticity with excellent shape retention. Tests have shown that
Harmony is the answer to indentation. This increases the lifespan

•

Very stretchable with less chance of tearing

The perfect balance between the advantages of polyether foam and HR

•

Good resilience and elasticity

Cold Foam means that fewer kilograms of foam are required to achieve

•

Durable and comfortable

the same level of comfort. This makes Harmony™ very attractive

Eﬀective processing

•

The same durability and comfort as HR Cold Foam

for furniture and bed manufacturers. This also has environmental

The foam is very stretchable with less chance of tearing during the

with up to 10% lower density, requiring fewer

advantages; fewer kilograms of foam production means less waste.

processing and production of beds and furniture.

and reduces the number of complaints for the producer.

raw materials
•

Perfect ventilation thanks to open cell structure

Open cell structure
The cell structure of the harmony foams is very open, which means
it scores well on ventilation and comfort. The foam also absorbs
moisture which improves its lifespan.

Reliability and shape retention

Polyether foam

Harmony foam

HR foam
Resilience and elasticity

